Celebrating 100 years of “music inside”, Voggenreiter Publishers was and of course is one of the leading German publishers of
music and music-related books. There’s a reason for our success: Since 1919 we’ve been supplying our readers with the best
tuition material available. Self-taught, studying with a music teacher, complete beginner or seasoned pro - there’s a book for
everyone in our vast range of innovative, modern and bestselling books.
But that’s not all: In the new millenium, we’ve been steadily extending our product range by instruments developed especially
for early musical education. Our products are sold at music stores, book stores, toy stores and online stores.
To expand our marketing channels and reach new customers we’re now looking for reliable retailers and distributors.
We’d like to introduce the newest additions to our product range: new and innovative musical education apps bundled with the
corresponding instrument.
Here’s how it works:
Customers purchase a code card that can be used to download the app and install it on up to three different devices, so your
app is always at hand – on your Tablet, PC or Smartphone. And because you purchased an instrument along with your app,
you’ll be making real music in just a few minutes.
The first in this exciting new product line are 4 trendsetting apps:
- Hello Music (supported languages: English, Portuguese and German, 1 year+)
- Baby Composer (supported languages: English, Portuguese and German, 3 years+)
- Flute Master (supported languages: English, French, Spanish, Portuguese and German, 6 years+)
- Rhythmic Village (supported languages: English, Spanish, Portuguese and German, 6 years+)
These unique apps were introduced in 2018 and immediately sold successfully among our customers.
Among other awards, these apps have been awarded “No. 1 worldwide educator’s choice” by Microsoft Partners in Learning
For further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Best wishes from Germany,
Ralph & Charles Voggenreiter
and the Voggenreite Team

VoggenreiterVerlag

Orders
... can be placed with our friendly team:
Monday.-Thursday: 8–17
Friday: 8–14
or at: sales@voggenreiter.de

Phone:
Fax:

+49 (0) 228 - 93 575-0
+49 (0) 228 - 93 575-75
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RECOMMENDED READING

Apps for PC, Tablet and Smartphone
bundled with the corresponding instrument
1 to 10 years, teenagers and adults

Exclusive wooden musical toys – Made in Germany
1 year+

Musical instruments, books and beginner’s sets
3 to 10 years

Ukuleles and Guitars

Musical instruments, beginner’s sets and accessories
10 years+, teenagers and adults

Reference books, sheet music, method books

MUSIC APPS FOR TODDLERS
new

1 year+
1. Scrape off code and ID covering on your code card.
2. Download App at the Apple App Store, Google Play
Store or at www.classplash.com then follow installation routine.
3. Launch App, enter code and ID and you’re done!

More info: www.classplash.com

HELLO MUSIC (APP)

Making music has never been easier!
This fascinating and adorable app makes for an interesting and fascinating first contact with the world of music.
Interacting with the „Mujis“, musical notes that have to be awakened from their lazy sleep by music, even very small children discover and
explore making music freely. Hello Music is perfectly suitable for nursery school, supplying teachers with a perfect tool to create entertaining
and enjoyable lessons for the modern age.
Features:
• Intuitive interface and child-oriented gameplay, no reading required
• Child-appropriate content, developed for and with children
• Language training by special scoring of notes
• Simplified user interface - no distractions while playing
• Play 7 notes in their Muji disguise
• Parents-only adjustments
• Perfectly supports first musical experiences
• Stimulates creativity
• Encourages singing along
Specifications:
• Real-time note recognition via microphone
• Interface: Touchscreen
• Available for Windows 7/8/10, iOS (v.10+), Android
(v.5.0+, suitable hardware required) and Mac OS (10.9+).
• Language support: English, German, Portuguese

MARACAS PLUS “HELLO MUSIC”
Set contains:
- 2 Maracas
- App Code Card „Hello Music“ (Music tuition software)

Licence for
3 devices

new

EAN: 42-502583-1151-1

Promo clip

2

3 years+

FOR THE YOUNG
COMPOSER
new

More Info:
www.classplash.com

BABY COMPOSER (APP)
Following in Mozart’s footsteps ...

Play on your Glockenspiel and let Baby Composer
recognize your notes.

With this innovative app children age 3-6 create charming little melodic sequences. Just play your
glockenspiel and the sophisticated sound recognition system automatically transforms the notes you
played into a little song. Any composition you like can be exported in MP3 format - Mom and Dad’s
perfect smartphone ring tone!
„Hello Music“ and „Baby Composer“: The perfect pair for early musical education - supplying teachers
with the tools to create entertaining and enjoyable lessons for the modern age!
Now Baby Composer magically transforms your melody
into an adorable song. Listen to and enjoy your first own
piece of music!

Features:
• Intuitive interface, no reading required
• Child-appropriate content
• Developed for and with children
• First playful contact with music
• Language training by special scoring of notes
• Play 8 notes in their Muji disguise
• Assists in composing own songs
• Simplified introduction to reading music
• Stimulates creativity
• Export your music in MP3 format - the perfect smartphone ring
tone

Promo clip

Specifications:
• Real-time note recognition via microphone
• Available for Windows 7/8/10, iOS (v.10+), Android (v.5.0+,
suitable hardware required) and macOS (10.9+).
• Language support: English, German, Portuguese

GLOCKENSPIEL
PLUS „BABY COMPOSER“
Set contains:
- The gorgeous Glockenspiel
- App Code Card „Baby Composer“ (Music tuition software)
This Glockenspiel is a real feast for the eyes: 8 high-quality colored metal
bars (matching Voggy’s Glockenspiel Book), resting on a gently rounded
beechwood bridge, smoothly rounded edges and a gentle wax treatment
make it really easy on small hands.
The pair of wooden mallets (included) can be stowed away safely and conveniently in the integrated mount.
• High-quality instrument; ideal for pre-school music education
• 8 pitch-stable colored metal bars
• Smoothly rounded beechwood body with handy finger hole
• 2 wooden mallets
• Pitch range: c-c (C major)

Code Card

r
Licence fo
3 devices

Full color packaging.
EAN: 42-502583-1152-6
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RHYTHMIC VILLAGE (APP)

6 years +

Accompany little pirate Oratio on a trip to the world of music, visiting the „Rhythmic
Village“ and getting to know the crazy „Rhythmiacs“. These people truly live and
breathe rhythm! With the Rhythmic Village App, you’ll become one of them - learning
the basics of reading music, playing percussion instruments and developing your
rhythm feel.
Rhythmic Village was created to teach and foster reading music in a playful way, using
real and digital percussion instruments. The adorable and cheerful Rhythmiacs present
notes and rhythm sequences in a very child-friendly way, thus establishing a playful
connection between infantile music making and traditional notation. This unique
concept guarantees motivation and fast success.
Features:
• Introduction to percussion playing appropriate for children
• Interactive tuition system for reading music
• Amusing stories with cute characters
• 70 difficulty graded rhythmic challenges
• Special ear training exercises
• 16 virtual instruments to discover, explore and play
• Innovative gratification system motivating practice
• For teachers (group or single tuition) or at home.
Specifications:
• Real-time note recognition via microphone
• Interface: Touchscreen
• Available for Windows 7/8/10, iOS (v.10+), Android
(v.5.0+, suitable hardware required) and Mac OS
(10.9+).
• Language support: English, German, Portuguese

Awards:

- No. 1 worldwide “Educator’s choice” - Microsoft Partners
in Learning
- 5 of 5 stars - TOP Best Apps for Kids
- Award „Goldene Biene“ - Beste Kinder Apps

4

6 years +

RHYTHMIC VILLAGE PERCUSSION-SET
You and little pirate Oratio visit Rhythmic Village, discovering the crazy and happy „Rhythmiacs“. They literally got rhythm
in their blood! With the automatic note detection of this app you’ll play percussion instruments, develop your sense of
rhythm and learn to read music.
Contains:		
			
			
			

- Hand Drum (Size approx. 20 cm) plus 2 mallets
- Jingle Sticks
- Claves
- App Code Card „Rhythmic Village“

Packed in full-color box.
EAN: 42-502583-1130-4

Promo clip

Code Card

r
Licence fo
3 devices
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FLUTE MASTER (APP)

6 years +

Playing the recorder is easy and lots of fun with the innovative Flute Master app. You’ll
be playing a real recorder - Flute master automatically identifies the notes you’re
playing using the built-in microphone of your computer, laptop, tablet or smartphone.
Flute Master comes with 30 songs specifically composed for recorder tuition, a funny
story and affectionate animations and characters. And what’s more, you’ll not just
learn to play the recorder, but reading music and rhythm as well!
Features:
- Innovative finger position and note reading tuition system
- 30 songs composed especially for Flute Master
- Slowly increasing difficulty
- Developed with students and tested by independent teachers
- Play-along function for practicing and ear training
- Colored notes facilitate reading music
- For teachers (group or single tuition) or at home.
Specifications:
- Real-time note recognition via microphone
- Interface: Touchscreen or mouse
- Available for Windows 7/8/10, iOS (v.10+), Android
(v. 5.0+, suitable hardware required) and macOS
(10.9+).
- Language support: English, German, Portuguese,
Spanish and French

Promo clip

Awards:

- No. 1 worldwide “Educator’s choice” Microsoft Partners in Learning
- APP of the year - Innteach
- APP Me UP – VIP Best APP - Microsoft
Portugal
- 5 of 5 stars - TOP Best Apps for Kids
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FLUTE MASTER (APP) + PLASTIC RECORDER

6 years +

Durable low-maintenance plastic recorder plus a Flute Master Licence. Recorder bag and cleaning rod included.
Packaging: Full color box.

Baroque fingering
EAN: 42-502583-1127-4

Licence for
3 devices

German fingering
EAN: 42-502583-1141-0

FLUTE MASTER (APP) + WOOD/PLASTIC RECORDER

Combining the best of both worlds: the warm sound of a wooden recorder body and the low-maintenance of a plastic
recorder head – plus a Flute Master licence (recorder bag and cleaning rod included).
Packaging: Full color box..

Baroque fingering, red head joint
EAN: 42-502583-1128-1

Licence for
3 devices

German fingering, blue head joint
EAN: 42-502583-1142-7

FLUTE MASTER (APP) + STUDENT RECORDER
Meeting high standards: Maple recorder plus a Flute Master Licence (recorder bag and
cleaning rod included).

Baroque fingering
EAN: 42-502583-1129-8

Licence for
3 devices

German fingering
EAN: 42-502583-1143-4
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CORNELIUS COMPOSER (APP)
We think it’s the most amazing way to
compose music!

new
Composing music is child‘s play using Cornelius Composer’s intuitive functions ... without needing complex and difficult to use dedicated software. You can compose to
your heart‘s content on your PC, Tablet or Smartphone.
Cornelius Composer’s unique features allow students to freely develop their musical creativity, learning to read music and compose their own songs along the way.
Teachers and pedagogues will love Cornelius Composer’s unique support for composing and playing music for classroom use quickly and right on-the-pot. Changing the
color of notes is very straightforward so adapting your score to the colors of different instruments is easy and intuitive.
But there’s more: Cornelius Composer features handy functions assisting the student in learning to read music and ear training, like the innovative Solfège function
allowing you to have your compositions sung in “Solfège-speak“ (do, re, mi).
Last not least, you can export your compositions for further editing with professional music notation software.
Features:
• Intuitive user interface
• Suitable for students and elementary school teachers
• Save and export your own compositions
• Change note colors and animate notes
• Playback using “Solfège-speak (do, re, mi) or instrument(s)
• Live editing during playback
• Loop function for practice and ear training

Code Card

r
Licence fo
3 devices

Extras:
• Language support: English, German, Portuguese
• Export formats: MusicXML, PDF
• Available for Windows 7/8/10, iOS (v.10+), Android (v.5.0+, suitable hardware required) and macOS (10.9+).
Code-Card
EAN: 42-502583-1133-5
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Very intuitive and easy to use music notation software
– suitable for all ages.
Move notes per drag and drop to the desired position
easily.
Play single measures or the whole composition, selcting
the instruments you want to hear.

Clear and easy adjustments:
- Choose your language
- Customize note colors to fit your
instrument
- Choose instrument and metronome
volume

Clearly structured screen so you can concentrate on your
music.
Copy single notes or whole measures, inserting them
wherever you want.

Enlarging your manuscript transforms the notes into funny
animated creatures – making reading music fun even for
the youngest composers.
And if you don’t need animated notes just deactivate them
with a single click and zoom back to normal view.
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Musik für Kleine – Premium quick facts:
• Handmade in Germany
• Certified quality (EN 71)
• High-quality metal bells

12 months+
TUBBY BELL
Material: Beech
Size: approx. 3,5 x 4,5 cm

Tubby Bell (natural/red)
EAN: 42-502583-1122-9

Tubby Bell (green/red)
EAN: 42-502583-1134-2

CLAP FISH

Bulli (blue)
Material: Beech
Size: approx. 11,5 x 7 x 1,5 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1136-6

Salmi (red)
Material: Beech
Size: approx. 14 x 6.5 x 1.5 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1125-0
Doki (green)
Material: Beech
Size: approx. 12.5 x 7.5 x 1.5 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1135-9
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BELL MUSHROOM

12 months+

Material: Beech
Size: approx. 4.8 x 5.2 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1121-2

RATTLE CLAP
Material: Beech
Size: approx. 4.3 x 6.5 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1123-6

RATTLE RING
Material: Beech
Size: approx. Ø 8.5 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1124-3

RATTLE CATERPILLAR
Material: Beech
Size: approx. 5.5 x 16.5 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1126-7
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Musik für Kleine – Premium quick facts:
• Handmade in Germany
• Certified quality (EN 71)
• Impregnated with food-grade linseed oil
• High-quality metal bells
• No diluents or nanoparticles
Musik fuer Kleine – Premium. Wooden sound toys of the highest quality, handmade in Germany from the choicest materials by a small
manufactory. The softly rounded, smooth shapes of these sound toys perfectly fit small hands, making even the first touch a truly enjoyable
experience. But we didn’t neglect the other senses, of course: the amazing “day & night“ design of these sound toys made from beech (day)
and walnut (night) is a real feast on the eyes. Moreover, “day” and “night” versions of each sound toy have their own sound – so there’s a
different sound for each hand!
Flawlessly executed traditional craftmanship combined with the best natural materials ensures highest product safety and the best possible
sound – and that’s exactly what we mean by „premium“!

Promo clip

MINI WOOD SHAKER

Our smallest rattle fun! One rattle in each hand – and little explorers
go off on a funny sound trip!
Gentle sound – ideally suited for toddlers.
Length: approx. 5.5 cm, Ø: approx. 3 cm

Mini Wood Shaker, dark, “Night”

EAN: 42-502583-1041-3
(beech, dark/“Night”)
EAN: 42-502583-1049-9
(beech, bright/“Day”)

WOOD SHAKER

Bigger and fuller sound than its little „brother“, but feels just as
good in small hands!
Length: approx. 6 cm, Ø: approx. 3.5 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1040-6 (beech, dark/“Night”)
EAN: 42-502583-1050-5 (beech, bright/“Day”)

Mini Wood Shaker, bright, “Day”
Wood Shaker, dark, “Night”

Wood Shaker, bright, “Day”

MAXI WOOD SHAKER

Maxi Wood Shaker, dark, “Night”

EAN: 42-502583-1071-0 (beech, dark/“Night”)
EAN: 42-502583-1070-3 (beech, bright/“Day”)

Maxi Wood Shaker, bright, “Day”

Complements its two smaller siblings to a fullsounding trio – you need all three, actually!
Length: approx. 8.6 cm, Ø: approx. 3.6 cm
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12 months+

BELL RIBBON (HAND/FOOT)

Worn as a bracelet, on your leg or shaken, enjoy these these baby bells‘ light
silvery bell-ringing! You’ll never have to search for your offspring again!
Packaged in full-color box.
EAN: 42-502583-1044-4
(beech, dark, Ø: approx. 10.5 cm)

Bell Ribbon (Foot, dark, “Night”)

EAN: 42-502583-1048-2
(beech, bright, Ø: approx. 9 cm)
Bell Ribbon (Hand, bright, “Day”)

BELL SHAKER

The wooden rings of these baby bells make for an exciting „touch and
feel“ experience. But its real special feature are the additional bells „hidden“ inside, which can also be thumb-damped for interesting sound experiments.
Length: approx. 5.7 cm, Ø: approx. 3 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1043-7 (beech, dark)
EAN: 42-502583-1046-8 (beech, light)

Bell Shaker (dark, “Night”)

Bell Shaker (bright, “Day”)

BELL STICK
Three movable rings ensure a pleasant and safe grip;
the light and friendly sound is guaranteed to conjure
up a happy smile!

Length: approx. 11.2 cm, Ø: 0.17/0.22 cm (Bells)
EAN: 42-502583-1042-0 (beech, dark)
EAN: 42-502583-1047-5 (beech, light)

Bell Stick (dark, “Night”)

Bell Stick (bright, “Day”)
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Musik für Kleine – Premium quick facts:
• Handmade in Germany
• Certified quality (EN 71)
• Impregnated with food-grade linseed oil
• High-quality metal bells
• No diluents or nanoparticles

12 months+

new
RATTLE MUSHROOM
Shake, rattle and roll!
Material: Beech
Length: approx. 7 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1111-3

new

18 months+
RAKATAK
Feel the groove!
Material: Beech
Length: approx. 12 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1112-0
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MINI PERCUSSION SET
Wooden fun for small toddler’s bands!

18 months+
new

Contains:
- Maxi Wood shaker (bright/“Day”)
- Bell Ribbon (bright/“Day”)
- Claves
EAN: 42-502583-1113-7

MAXI PERCUSSION SET
A whole band in the children’s room!
-

new

Maxi Wood shaker (bright/“Day”)
Bell Ribbon (bright, “Day”)
Bell Shaker (dark/“Night”)
Rakatak
Claves

EAN: 42-502583-1114-4
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Kinderwelt
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selected beginners’ instruments, ideally suited for early music education
All book concepts developed by experienced musicians and pedagogues.
All instruments tested by notable independent testing institutes.
Excellent sound immediately inspiring children.
High-quality workmanship.
Excellent price/performance ratio.

3 years +
VOGGY’S PERCUSSION SET
No matter what small object you hand to a toddler or an infant, chances are, they’ll start drumming right away – from experience,
usually on expensive or delicate surfaces. Little Voggy’s aim with this set is to foster your child’s creative growth and make drumming an enjoyable experience for years to come. In Voggy’s Percussion Book you’ll find explanations, songs and games for the six
most commonly used percussion instruments. Little Voggy has selected some of the most popular children’s songs to give your
child the possibility to roam, experiment ... and, of course, have fun! Lyrics and guitar chords are enclosed to make playing these
songs together real easy. The accompanying CD contains all the songs in the book.
These are the instruments little Voggy has chosen for your child:
• Jingle Stick (wood)		
• Egg Shaker (wood)
• Pair of Claves (wood)		
• Pair of Maracas (wood)
• Hand drum with stick (wood)
• Triangle with stick
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-0472-6
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3 years +

Voggy’s Instruments:
VOGGY’S CLAVES
Polybag packaging.
Length: approx. 15 cm
EAN: 42-502583-0780-2

VOGGY’S EGG-SHAKER
Polybag packaging.
Size: approx. 6 cm
EAN: 42-502583-0783-3

VOGGY’S TRIANGLE
Polybag packaging.
Size: approx. 10 x 10 cm
EAN: 42-502583-0781-8

VOGGY’S MARACAS
Polybag packaging.
Size: approx, 15 cm
EAN: 42-502583-0785-7

Recommended reading
VOGGY’S PERCUSSION BOOK

DIN A5 landscape format (8.3“ x 5.8“), ringbinder, 72 pages,
plus accompanying CD
ISBN 978-3-8024-0462-7
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3 years +
VOGGY’S JINGLE STICK
Polybag packaging.
Size: approx. 26.5 cm
EAN: 42-502583-0786-4

VOGGY’S TAMBOURINE
A true children’s classic!

Packaged in full-color box!
Size: Ø approx. 21 cm
EAN: 42-502583-0983-7

VOGGY’S SLEIGH BELLS
Packaged in full-color box!
Size: approx. 14 cm
EAN: 42-502583-0984-4

VOGGY’S SLEIGH BELLS
Packaged in full-color box!
Size: approx. 20.5 x 5.5 cm
EAN: 42-502583-0985-1
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3 years +
VOGGY’S TAMBOURINE
Played with the hand or with a mallet, damped or simply shaken: this sturdy tambourine and its versatile sound will inspire even the youngest drummer!
Wooden tambourine featuring a handy finger hole, chamfered bearing edge and durable
hygienic plastic drumhead for a strong and clear sound.
Wooden mallet included.
Poly bag packaging.
Size approx. 6.7” x 1.8” (18 x 4.5 cm)
EAN: 42-502583-1062-8

VOGGY’S BIG TAMBOURINE
Children grow – so do tambourines!
You can drum, shake and jingle away on Voggy’s big Tambourine until your parents pull the emergency brake! Featuring a triple glued poplar rim and 12 highquality stainless steel bell pairs, it always has a clear and strong tone, no matter
if played by hand, with a mallet, damped or simply shaken!
Thanks to the handy finger hole you’ll never lose your grip and the resilient
plastic drumhead endures even hard use.
Wodden mallet included.
Packaged in full-color box.
Size approx: 8.8” x 2.2” (22.5 x 5.5 cm)
EAN: 42-502583-1061-1

VOGGY’S HAND DRUM
This sturdy tambourine and its versatile sound will inspire even the youngest
drummer.
Mallet included.
Polybag packaging.
Size: Ø approx. 15 cm
EAN: 42-502583-0782-6
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3 years +
VOGGY’S TRAIN WHISTLE
Train coming in!

Size: approx. 16.5 x 3.5 cm
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-1087-1

VOGGY’S SLIDING FLUTE
A children’s classic - Happy sliding!
Size: approx. 16.5 x 3.5 cm
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-1088-8

VOGGY’S CHIMES

Perfectly tuned - great sound no matter what you play!
Mallet included.
Size: approx. 17.5 x 8 x 3 cm
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-1090-1
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3 years +

VOGGY’S XYLOPHONE
The big one!

Cheerful colors and full sound!
Mallets included.
Size: approx. 35 x 21.5 x 6 cm (L x B x H)
Body: Beech
Bars: Pine, not tuned
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-1089-5

VOGGY’S VIBRA-SHAKER
Feel your music!

Size: approx. 30 x 21 cm
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-1063-5

EGG SHAKER

Spin, shake or roll – these cheerful eggs are lots of fun!
Size: approx. 5.5 cm
Packing unit: 40 p.
Display size: 24 x 22 x 28 cm
EAN: 42-502583-1030-7

VOGGY’S BONGOS
I hear the drums echoing tonight ...
Packaged in full-color box!
Size: approx. 31 x 15 x 14.5 cm
EAN: 42-502583-0986-8
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3 years +
THE GORGEOUS GLOCKENSPIEL
Our little beauty!

This Glockenspiel is a real feast for the eyes: 8 high-quality colored metal bars (matching Voggy’s Glockenspiel Book), resting on a gently rounded
beechwood bridge, smoothly rounded edges and a gentle wax treatment make it really easy on small hands.
The pair of wooden mallets (included) can be stowed away safely and conveniently in the integrated mount.
•
•
•
•
•

Promo clip

High-quality instrument; ideal for pre-school music education
8 pitch-stable colored metal bars
Smoothly rounded beechwood body with handy finger hole
2 wooden mallets
Pitch range: c-c (C major)

Size approx. 11.8” x 4.5” x 2“ (30 x 11.5 x 5 cm)
Packed in full-color box.
EAN: 42-502583-1074-1

4 years +
MY FIRST GLOCKENSPIEL (SET)
Multi-colored playing fun; affordable price!

The bell-like tone of the Glockenspiel is every child’s favorite sound. Using the mallets you can play simple
sounds and melodies nearly at once. This makes the Glockenspiel the ideal instrument for children to start
their first adventures in music
The Glockenspiel (Tuning C-C, complete with mallets) is made from wood and features high-quality metal bars
for superb sound.
With the accompanying method your child can start playing right away. No previous knowledge required!
Everything you need to know about the basics of music is explained especially for little ones. Funny illustrations and colored note heads ensure lasting playing fun and rapid success, thus keeping your child motivated.
The set contains:
• Glockenspiel (wood) with high-quality metal bars
• 2 mallets (wood)
• Little Glockenspiel Method (DIN A5 landscape format, 8.3“ x 5.8“/14.8 x 10.5 cm, 64 pages)
Transparent blister packaging
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0576-1
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4 years +
VOGGY’S GLOCKENSPIEL SET
Making music fosters mental and physical development of your child in a unique way.
It fires the imagination and fantasy, encourages social competence, and stimulates fine motor activity. Music made easy with
Voggy’s Glockenspiel and the accompanying Glockenspiel Book: Rapid progress ensures lasting enjoyment while learning, keeping
your child motivated throughout its first experiences in musicland. Everything you need to know about music theory is explained
thoroughly and in a child-friendly way. Thus, your child will have a solid foundation to build a musical future on. Made completely
from wood, Voggy’s Glockenspiel features high-quality metal bars for a superior tone, thus ensuring your child’s first musical experiences are as much fun as they are long-lasting.

Promo clip

These are the contents of the set:
• Voggy’s Glockenspiel Book plus Play-Along CD
DIN A5 landscape format (8.3“ x 5.8“), ringbinder, 80 pages
• Voggy’s Glockenspiel featuring high-quality metal bars
• 2 wooden mallets
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-0475-7

tip
Book also sold separately!
DIN A5 landscape format (8.3“ x 5.8“), ringbinder, 80 pages, plus CD
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0427-6
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6 years +
MY FIRST RECORDER (SET)

Your child wants to start playing the recorder?
This set contains everything needed to start right away: A colored plastic recorder (cleaning rod and plastic
bag included) plus the „Little Recorder Method“, a method written especially for this set.
The colored recorder (Soprano-Recorder in C) is made from high-quality plastic. It’s very durable and hygienic, so it can be taken anywhere. Cleaning this washable 2-piece-recorder is easy using the included cleaning rod.
Little Recorder Method: Playing the recorder made easy right from the start! No previous knowledge required! Everything you need to know about the basics of music is explained in a child-friendly way, thus
ensuring lasting playing fun. Rapid success will keep your child motivated.
The set contains:
• colored recorder (Soprano-Recorder in C)
• cleaning rod and plastic bag
• Little Recorder Method (DIN A5 landscape format, 8.3“ x 5.8“, 64 pages)
Transparent blister packaging
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0577-8

3 years +
VOGGY’S FIRST RECORDER

Red recorder (Soprano-Recorder in C) made from high-quality plastic.
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Red Recorder
EAN: 42-502583-0825-0

Red Recorder
(German fingering)
EAN: 42-502583-1021-5

Blue Recorder
EAN: 42-502583-1092-5

Blue Recorder
(German fingering)
EAN: 42-502583-1091-8

VOGGY’S RECORDER SET

6 years +

Making music fosters the mental and physical development of your child in a unique way. It fires the
imagination and fantasy, encourages social competence, and stimulates fine motor activity. This recorder set ensures great fun, too!
The recorder is the ideal instrument for your child’s first adventures in the world of music: it’s easy to
learn, so progress is rapid, and the fun of that first musical experience keeps your child motivated.
The set includes:
Voggy’s Recorder
Wooden descant recorder, easy intonation, including bag and pipe cleaner
Voggy’s Recorder Book
Learning to play the recorder made easy with Voggy’s Recorder Book. Starting from scratch you’ll
learn everything you need to know about your new instrument.
DIN A5 landscape format (8.3“ x 5.8“), ringbinder, 112 pages!
Packaged in full-color box!
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0474-0
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3 years +

VOGGY’S RECORDER
Our bestseller:
- Sycamore descant recorder
- easy intonation
- including bag and pipe cleaner
The perfect recorder for beginners.
EAN: 42-502583-0479-5
Baroque fingering

German fingering.

VOGGY’S STUDENT RECORDER
Soprano (descant) recorder in C

Our choicest one: This recorder features a recorder head and a recorder
body made from pear wood, fulfilling high quality standards. The perfect
companion for music school tuition!
EAN: 42-502583-0507-5

Baroque or German fingering?
• Baroque fingering: the 5th fingering hole is bigger than the 4th.
• German fingering: the 5th fingering hole is smaller than the 4th.

4
Recorder with German fingering
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5

6 years +
VOGGY’S HARMONICA SET
Off to a good start with fun and games! Learning to play the harmonica is child’s play with
this neat set that contains everything you need to start making music.
VOLT Harmonica
Take this harmonica wherever you go. Made of high-quality metal, it’ll survive all manner of
in- and outdoor activities.
Voggy’s Neoprene Harmonica Bag + Lanyard
This is a great bag for your harmoniapprox. It’s bright and cheerful and has been designed
for a perfect fit. You can either affix it to your belt or hang it round your neck.
Voggy’s Harmonica Book
It’s little Voggy’s pleasure to be your companion through the world of music. He’ll show you
the easy way to play great sounds on the harmoniapprox. You’ll be able to play along to all
the best-loved tunes found on the accompanying CD.
It’ll be heaps of fun, so come and join in! Explained in really easy terms, right from the first
note!
DIN A5 landscape format (8.3“ x 5.8“), ringbinder, 96 pages, plus accompanying CD.
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-0471-9

MY FIRST HARMONICA (SET)
Great sound – affordable price!

This is the ideal gift for children wanting to start making music. Playing the harmonica is easy to learn and
lots of fun. With the accompanying „Little Harmonica Method“ your child can start playing right away. No
previous knowledge required! Everything you need to know about the basics of music is explained especially for little ones. Funny illustrations further ensure lasting playing fun and rapid success, thus keeping
your child motivated.
This set contains:
• Diatonic Harmonica in C (Blues Harp, model Richter) full tone and good playability. Take this bright,
colorful harmonica with you wherever you go. Made of durable and hygienic plastic, it´ll survive all
manner of in- and outdoor activities.
• Little Harmonica Method (DIN A5 landscape format, 8.3“ x 5.8“, 64 pages).
Transparent blister packaging
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0575-4

VOGGY’S HARMONICA

Your jolly and durable outdoor companion!
Transparent diatonic Harmonica in C (system Richter), with an
enthralling view on the instruments’ component parts.
Transparent blister packaging.
EAN: 42-502583-0826-7

VOLT HARMONICA MH-01
The VOLT harmonica is tuned in C (diatonic, Blues Harp, model Richter). Features: cover plates made from
stainless steel, harmonica comb made from durable ABS and brass reed plates.
This Harmonica is sturdily constructed, easily playable and has a full sound. Delivered with a practical
plastic box in a transparent blister packaging.
EAN: 42-502583-0790-1
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3 years +
MINI GUITAR (UKULELE)
The ideal companion on your child’s first musical expeditions: four strings are a
lot easier to handle than six!
The basic chords are easily learned plus there’s even a free download of your
first play-along song at (www.voggenreiter.de). Have fun!

Ukulele
- Overall size (approx.): 20.8” x 6.9” x 2.2” (53 x 175 x 55 mm)
- Scale length: 13.6” (345 mm), fretboard length: 6.9” (175 mm), 12 frets,
saddle width: 1.3” (34 mm)
- Body: basswood, neck: solid wood, fingerboard and bridge: wood
- Solid guitar tuners
Pick (included)
- Plastic pick; ideal for song accompaniment and modern
playing techniques.

NATUR

EAN: 42-502583-1058-1

PINK LADY

EAN: 42-502583-1059-8

DOWNLOAD
Fingering chart plus example
song (mp3)
at www.voggenreiter.de

BLACK

EAN: 42-502583-1093-2
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6 years +
VOGGY’S UKULELE

Children adore this friendly colorful Ukulele.
Overall size: approx. 540 mm (Soprano Ukulele)
Scale length: approx. 345 mm
12 frets
Top: Baswood
Pick included

DOWNLOAD

Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-0824-3

Fingering chart plus example
song (mp3)
at www.voggenreiter.de

Nickel silver frets

Capsuled machine heads
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6 years +
VOGGY’S OUTDOOR UKULELE

Your unbreakable indoor/outdoor instrument!
Where others have to give in, this Ukulele really comes into its own: at camping, in the sandbox,
the garden or at the beach – even short underwater adventures will leave this durable instrument unscathed. Moisture and temperature variations, natural enemies of all wooden instruments are no match for this Ukulele. Being made from nearly unbreakable ABS plastic, this
instrument holds up to harder use, being left in the garden or even a short summer rain.
Smoothly rounded fretboard edges and integrated frets are easy on the fretting hand while also
making your Outdoor Ukulele practically maintenance-free.
And last not least: the Outdoor Ukulele is a good-sounding real instrument!
Hint: tuners should be dried as fast as possible after underwater use.
-

Measurements: approx. 530 x 165 x 63 mm
Scale length: 343 mm
Fretboard length: 177 mm
12 frets, saddle width: 36 mm
Smooth-running guitar tuners, nylon strings

Promo clip

EAN: 42-502583-1064-2

DOWNLOAD
Fingering chart plus example
song (mp3)
at www.voggenreiter.de
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4 years +
LITTLE CHILDREN’S GUITAR (SIZE 1/8)
The perfect size for the youngest musicians!
- Top: Basswood
- Back and sides: Basswood
Size (approx.):
454 mm Scale length
39 mm Saddle width
710 mm Overall size
Packaged in full-color box!

NATURAL

EAN: 42-502583-1052-9

PINK

EAN: 42-502583-1094-9
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6 years +
1/2 SIZE GUITAR

The ideal beginner’s instrument for children!
Classical guitar in traditional look:
Size:
Scale length: 530 mm
Saddle width: 45 mm
Overall length: 870 mm

NATURAL

Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-0652-2
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PINK

Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-1095-6

CLASSICAL GUITAR SET (4/4)

10 years +

Das Gitarren-Set enthält alles, was für einen sofortigen Einstieg benötigt wird.
Die 4/4-Gitarre ist geeignet für Kinder ab 10 Jahren und Erwachsene.
Guitar:
- Scale length: 650 mm
- Saddle width: 52 mm
- Overall size: 990 mm
- Top, Back and sides: Beech
Also included:
- Durable guitar bag
- Electronic tuner (batteries included)
- Guitar pick
- Method book „Acoustic Guitar Basics“
DIN A4, 64 pages, CD included.
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-0668-3
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10 years +
VOLT ELECTRIC GUITAR SET EG-100
Turn it up, future rockers!

- Electric guitar (3x Single coil, Classic style tremolo)
- 2 Channel-Amp (clean and dirty)
- Method book
- Accessories (Tuner, guitar cable, picks, set of spare strings, Allen wrench, guitar strap and gig bag)
Contains:
Electric guitar (S-Style)
- Poplar body
- Maple neck
- 3 Single coil pickups
- Classic style tremolo
- Closed vintage style machine heads
- Controls: Volume (1x), 2 Tone (2x)
- Color „Gothic black“
- 5-Way switch
Size:
Scale length: 650 mm
Saddle width: 42 mm
Overall size: 990 mm
Amp
- Home practice combo amp
- 4“ Speaker, 10 W
- 2 Channels
- AUX-IN (for silent practice with your favorite band)
- Guitar input jack (6.3 mm)
- Controls: Gain, volume, bass, treble
- Headphone jack (3.5 mm)
- Size: 26 cm x 25 cm x 12.5 cm, weight: approx. 2.5 kg
Guitar method „Electric Guitar Basics“
- 64 pages, DIN A4, CD included!
- Our bestseller - The ideal beginner’s method!
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Accessories
- Nylon gig bag
- Guitar strap (black)
- Electronic tuner Volt DT-1000 (guitar & bass), batteries included
- 3 Picks
- 1 Guitar cable
- 1 Set VOLT Electric guitar strings
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-0498-6

Promo clip

Classical Guitars Student
Made in

Portugal

Perfect for beginners!

The high quality and superior sound of luthier Pinto Carvalho’s instruments inspired us right from the start.
And we fell even more in love with their fine playability and good looks.
The life of every one of these guitars begins by choosing a suitable piece of wood from the company’s own
wood yard. The woods most commonly used are spruce, cedar, walnut, sapelli, mahogany and
ovangkol.
Combining the traditional art of luthery with modern high-tech machinery
creates instruments matchless in their class. These guitars are ideally
suited for beginners or music schools and a perfect companion during
the first few years of the exciting adventure music!
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KG-1000
Top: laminated pedunculate oak (Quercus robur)
Sides & back: Sappelli (Entandrophragma Cylindricum)
Neck: African mahogany (Khaya Ivorensis)
Fretboard & bridge: Australian blackwood (Acacia melanoxylon)
Finish: open-cell varnish

Made in

Portugal

6 years +
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Promo clip

8 years +

10 years +

Size: 1/2

Size: 3/4

Size: 4/4

- Scale length: 544 mm
- Saddle width: 40 mm
- Overall size: 880 mm

- Scale length: 575 mm
- Saddle width: 48 mm
- Overall size: 915 mm

- Scale length: 650 mm
- Saddle width: 52 mm
- Overall size: 990 mm

EAN: 42-502583-1079-6

EAN: 42-502583-0375-0

EAN: 42-502583-0376-7

KG-1200
Ideal size for smaller hands!
Top: Sapeli (Aningeria spp.; A. Altissima, A. robusta), laminated
Back & Sides: Sapeli (Entandrophragma Cylindricum)
Finish: open-pored

Size: 7/8

10 years +

Made in

Portugal

Size:
- 632 mm Scale length
- 48 mm Saddle width
- 925 mm Length
EAN: 42-502583-1081-9
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VOLT UKULELE SU-1000

10 years +

Amazing sound + good playability = VOLT SU-1000!
-

Size: approx. 540 x 180 x 55 mm,
Scale length: 343 mm
Top, back and sides: Acacia Koa, laminated
Fretboard: Australian Blackwood

EAN: 42-502583-0466-5

Made in

Portugal
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VOLT COMPLETE UKULELE SET

10 years +

The perfect combination: starter instrument plus method book!
Contains:
Ukulele (wood)
- Overall size: approx. 530 mm
- Scale length: approx. 350 mm, 17 frets, Saddle width: 34 mm.
- Top, back & sides: Sapelli
Method „Ukulele Total“
D tuning method (A-D-F#-H)
DIN A4, 96 pages, plus CD
Pick
Packaged in full-color box!
EAN: 42-502583-0401-6
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TUNERS
VOLT CLIP-TUNER CT-100

Perfect for acoustic guitar, Bass, Violin and Ukulele

Simply clip this practical tuner to your instruments headstock (or a similar place), adjust the pivotable display and
tune away! The integrated contact microphone only reacts to the instruments’ vibrations, not to ambient noise and
the large back lit display allows comfortable tuning even under adverse lighting conditions. This tuner also features
a battery-protection circuit, automatically powering the tuner down when not used over a longer period of time.
The shapely round design is yet another highlight of this useful tuner that belongs into every well-sorted guitar case!
- Modes: G (Guitar), B (Bass), V (Violin), C (Chromatic),
U (Ukulele)
- A4 frequency: 440 Hz
- Tuning accuracy: +/- 0.5 cent
- Tuning range: A0 (27.5 Hz)–A6 (1760 Hz)

Measurements: 4.4 x 6.9 x 1.7 cm (B x T x H)
Weight: 65 g
Batteries: 1x CR2032 (3V)
EAN: 42-502583-0939-4

VOLT METROTUNER DTM-01

Digital tuner plus contact microphone, metronome and tone generator
Metronome:
- 30–250 Bpm
- 0–9 Beats/Measure
Tuner:
- built-in microphone plus external contact microphone w/clip
(to tune acoustic instruments)
- Tone generator for tuning by ear
- Tuning mode: auto or manual
- Tuning calibration (A): 430–450 Hz
- Accuracy: +/- 1 Cent
- Tuning range (chromatic): A0–a3 (27.5–1760 Hz)

Measurements: 10.6 x 6.9 x 1.7 cm (B x T x H)
Weight: 100 g (incl. battery)
2x 1.5V (AAA) batteries and manual included
EAN: 42-502583-0779-6

VOLT GUITAR TUNER DT-1000
Digital guitar/bass tuner

The ideal companion for every guitarist/bassist! Put an end to out-of-tune instruments and open stage
embarassment! The perfect accessory for the beginner yet unable to tune the guitar by ear or for
silent tuning on-stage. This indispensable little helper automatically recognizes the string played and
indicates flat, sharp or correct tuning, using colored LEDs to guide the tuning process. Featuring a
6.3mm instrument jack for tuning electric guitars and basses plus a built-in microphone to tune
acoustic guitars. Even detects the low B (7-string guitars and 5-string bass guitars) – thus enabling
you to tune every kind of guitar. To prolong battery life, the useful integrated protective circuit automatically shuts down the tuner when not in use for a longer period of time.

2 x AAA batteries and manual included
EAN: 42-502583-0795-6
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ACCESSORIES
VOLT guitar strings are designed for optimum quality to ensure consistent good tone.
New strings play and sound better than old and worn strings.
VOLT strings have a clear, brilliant and warm sound with full bass and can be used for every style of guitar playing. VOLT strings are available
for acoustic and electric guitar.

VOLT ELECTRIC GUITAR
STRINGS

VOLT CLASSIC NYLON
STRINGS

EAN: 42-502583-0635-5

EAN: 42-502583-0636-2

VOLT GUITAR STAND GS-100

VOLT MUSIC STAND NS-100

Light Tension
.009 / .011 / .016 / .024 / .032 / .042

- Fits most acoustic guitars, electric guitars and bass guitars
- Height adjustable (53-76 cm) for different guitar sizes
- Foam rubber neck support for safe and gentle positioning; rubber closure
for secure retention
- Large standing surface for safe positioning
EAN: 42-502583-0992-9

Normal Tension
.0285 / .0325 / .041 / .030 / .036 / .044

-

Solid metal music stand, matt black finish
Folds down compactly for easy carrying
Height adjustable: 27-59 inch (70-150 cm)
Folded size (L x W x H): 13.7 x 2.5 x 2.2 inch
Anti-slip rubber feet
Solid steel adjusting screws
Adjustable tray banking

EAN: 42-502583-0991-2
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8 years +
VOLT CAJON

The amazing rhythm machine!

Our Cajons are manufactured from carefully selected woods (Birch and Beech) and
impress with their high-quality traditional spanish workmanship. Cajons in size large
also feature tunable resonance strings.
Of course, the looks of our cajons have to match the sound, so we joined forces with
a top designer to create absolutely way-out, cool graphics, so you‘ll be the center of
attention, wherever you play your cajon!

Promo clip

Additional bonus with each Cajon:
Large / approx. 29 x 30 x 48.5 cm (B/T/H)

Matthias Philipzen: Cajon Basics
Here you’ll learn the playing basics and your first rhythms, and you’ll
soon discover how to have a lot of fun with this fascinating instrument! ( 64 pages, CD included, Format: DIN A4 / 8.3” x 11.7” )

Promo clip
Seat pad
For a perfect and comfort seat on your cajon.

Order No. 0912-7

Order No. 0913-4

Order No. 0842-7

Design by Chris and Ka Brackmann
Chris and Ka Brackmann studied Communication Design at Folkwang-Hochschule/Essen and
today work interdisciplinary as artists, musicians and designers. Their works have been featured
at exhibitions in Essen, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt and Munich.
Fotography, digital composing, artistic installations or virtual space – the pictures and
conceptional art projects of these singular artists show an intuition for the essence and the
fascinating details of the mundane often overlooked, but nevertheless giving our live its asthetic
seasoning.
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Order No. 0950-9

Order No. 1036-9

Order No. 1035-2

Order No. 0944-8
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Order No. 0945-5

Order No. 0837-3

Order No. 0839-7

Order No. 0915-8
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Order No. 0949-3

Order No. 0838-0

Order No. 0916-5

Order No. 0987-5

Order No. 1056-7

Order No. 1057-4
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RECOMMENDED READING
Bestseller: ideally suitable to combine with our instruments.
Martina Holtz

VOGGY’S ABC OF MUSIC

For children 6 years and up. No previous musical experience required. This book is your
child’s ideal companion in his or her first introduction to the wonderful and fascinating world
of music. It can be used as a supplement to music lessons at home or at school; or you and
your child can simply read it together. Little Voggy explains the basics of music theory in a
child-friendly and easily understandable way. Starting from scratch, the “ABC of Music”
features small riddles and funny comics to keep the young readers motivated throughout
their first experiences in musicland. 16 popular children’s songs are also included so your
child can apply right away what he or she has learned. The second part of this book introduces your child to the most popular musical instruments. Each of these instruments is also
included as an audio excerpt on the accompanying CD.
DIN A5 landscape format (8.3” x 5.8”), ringbinder,
112 pages, plus accompanying CD
ISBN 978-3-8024-0502-0

Martina Holtz

VOGGY’S HARMONICA BOOK

The harmonica is one of the most fascinating instruments for children to play. Starting with
the elemental experience of its own breathing your child will easily connect to the musical
sounds it is producing. Little Voggy will be your child’s companion on his adventurous wanderings through the fascinating world of music. From proper playing position and playing
technique to reading music, playing single notes and whole songs - everything your child
needs to know is explained thoroughly and easy to understand. Due to the educational preparation of the syllabus and many songs and exercises composed especially for this book,
Voggy’s Harmonica Book will always be fun and easy to work with. Fast progress will have
your child staying motivated throughout this book. There’s an additional appendix featuring
tips on practicing, caring for the harp and a complete overview of everything learned.
For the diatonic harp (Bluesharp, Richter-harp) in C.
DIN A5 landscape format (8.3“ x 5.8“), ringbinder, 96 pages, plus
accompanying CD
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0461-0

Yasmin Abendroth

VOGGY’S PERCUSSION BOOK

The first contact little kids have with music usually is rhythmic. There’s nothing more elementary than drumming on everything laying around. Based on her work with small children,
german pedagogue Yasmin Abendroth collected a whole lot of games, riddles, verses, songs
and stories to carefully lead children on their journey to the world of music - and it’s done
with fun, too!
The accompanying CD is fun to listen and play along to!
DIN A5 landscape format (8.3“ x 5.8“), ringbinder, 72 pages, plus
accompanying CD
ISBN 978-3-8024-0462-7
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Martina Holtz

VOGGY’S RECORDER BOOK

Learning to play the recorder made easy with Voggy’s Recorder Book. Starting from scratch you’ll
learn everything you need to know about your new instrument. There are songs and exercises
composed especially for this book to help you overcome possible technical problems. Everything
you need to learn is presented in an easy-to-understand way to make sure you never lose fun and
motivation to continue the adventure music. Enclosed you’ll find many of the most popular and
beautiful Folksongs and Children’s songs arranged for recorder in C.
There’s even an appendix with tips on practicing, caring for your recorder and fingering diagrams
showing all the notes on your recorder.
DIN A5 landscape format (5.8“ x 8.3“), ringbinder, 112 pages
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0464-1

Martina Holtz

VOGGY’S RECORDER-SONGBOOK

This book features some of the most popular Children’s songs and Folksongs for the (Descant-) Recorder in C. All songs have been arranged for the beginning recorder player and – if necessary – slightly
simplified to make playing them even more fun. This makes Voggy’s Recorder-Songbook the ideal
companion to Voggy’s Recorder Book or any other recorder school or just as a collection of nice
songs to play.
DIN A5 landscape format (8.3“ x 5.8“), ringbinder, 112 pages
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0465-8

Martina Holtz

VOGGY’S GLOCKENSPIEL BOOK

The glockenspiel simply is one of the best instruments for the first contact with the fascinating
world of music. With this book your child will play his/her first songs after a very short time.
Everything you need to know about the basics of music is explained especially for little ones. Therefore, Voggy’s Glockenspiel Book is the perfect start to begin a musical education. All the songs are
recorded on the CD to listen and play along to.
DIN A5 landscape format (8.3“ x 5.8“), ringbinder, 80 pages,
plus accompanying CD
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0460-3
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Türk/Zehe

ACOUSTIC GUITAR

from beginner to intermediate level
Amongst the many guitar methods you can buy today, this book is something special. After many
years of teaching and a close look at available guitar tutors, the authors of this method are convinced that there is something that has been missing:
That is, a guitar method that keeps the students‘ mind open for all musical styles and doesn’t limit
him to only one musical direction.

• A guitar method that provides the student with music he is familiar with, i.e. pop music.
• A guitar method that slowly and gently introduces the student to classical music and offers a carefully
selected choice of musical pieces in this field.
• A guitar method that introduces staff notation and music theory in a simplified way that is easy to understand.
• A guitar method that includes a CD which does not only support the student’s practice but is fun to
listen to as well.
188 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0567-9
Georg Wolf’s

ACOUSTIC GUITAR BASICS

The quick and easy way to learn the guitar.
Teaching a range of techniques, this course concentrates on the essential basics of guitar playing and
provides important information in easy steps.
Acoustic Guitar Basics comprises of three cohesive sections:
• Playing chords and accompanying songs
• Playing single notes
• Music theory
The accompanying CD makes learning the guitar even more fun!
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0606-5

Georg Wolf’s

ELECTRIC GUITAR BASICS

The perfect start to learning the E-guitar!

This guitar course provides the beginner guitarist with the essential playing techniques and music theory
basics in simple to follow steps. All information is both valuable and clearly explained, meaning it can be instantly put into practice. Electric Guitar Basics comprises of three cohesive sections:
• Playing chords and accompanying songs
• Playing single notes and power chords
• Music theory and foundations
The chapter on power chords contains everything you need to know about this indispensable playing
technique. The accompanying CD with exercises and music pieces offers a valuable aid to practise.
Making playing the E-guitar even more fun!
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0607-2
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Peter Bursch’s

ROCK GUITAR

This book is an introduction to rock guitar playing.
Very easy, without notes, and right from scratch.
In Part 1 you will learn easy basic rhythms played with a rock guitar sound. Things really get going in
Part 2.
You will discover the secrets of rock songs by Jimi Hendrix, Metallica, Van Halen and AC/DC. Here
you can really take off. And there are riffs, solo techniques and the popular touch (tapping) style of
playing.
In Part 3 you will see how your guitar can be changed into a speeding rocket. There are finger exercises for the left hand and much, much more.
92 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0365-1

Bessler/Opgenoorth

GUITAR CHORDS
This Guitar Chord reference chart has been especially designed with the working and studying guitarist in
mind. It features an overview of more than 4000 chords and their most popular voicings in Rock, Pop and
Jazz.
Additional chapters on playing techniques, chord synonyms, power chords and slash chords can be helpful
to further improve your understanding of music and individually enhance your creative potential.
144 pages
Format: DIN A5 / 5.8“ x 8.3“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0341-5

Mohr/Klein

OPEN TUNINGS

Open Tunings – for many guitarists a source of inspiration and a way of widening creative options. Open D to
Fourth Tuning – this book presents over 20 of the most commonly used open tunings.
Tuning charts, chords and scales for each tuning enable it all to be put into practice straight away. The
supplementary appendix also contains a transposing table, a list of chord symbols, the basic chords in standard tuning and a list of chord/scale relationships.
96 pages
Format: DIN A5 / 5.8“ x 8.3“
ISBN 978-3-8024-0397-2
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Jeremy Sash

SUPERSONIC GUITAR GROOVES

The goal of this book is to promote rhythmically and harmonically challenging phrases and licks in order to
give you an authentic inside view on seven selected styles. Live or in a recording session: playing rhythm
is the guitarists main duty. This makes it even harder to understand why most guitarists rhythm work
(frankly) sounds rather unrehearsed and colorless.
Especially since working with drum machines and samplers has become a vital part of musical performance, a good sense of rhythm and some cool licks may just be your “key to success”.
136 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0343-9

Chris Korblein

SOLO SOLUTIONS 4 GUITAR

Solo Solutions is a 3-step guideline for the electric guitar player who intends to develop his soloing skills.
While the 1st step explains different playing techniques and stylistic devices, the 2nd step is dealing with
lead guitar related music theory and scales. The 3rd step combines the two first chapters with countless examples and suggestions on developing your own style.
This book features an exclusive hands-on approach, which makes it a great learning tool and a must
for the modern guitar player.

130 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0344-6

EASY CHORDS GUITAR

The most important basic chords for guitar players in every key. Easy to play, good-sounding chord-voicings
for practice, live-gigs or composing your own music. Complete fingering for every chord makes this booklet
usable right from the start, even for beginners.
80 pages
Format: DIN A6 / 4.1“ x 5.9“ (pocket size!)
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0362-0
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EASY SCALES GUITAR

The most important scales for guitarists. Clearly arranged graphical notation makes using this booklet a
breeze, even for beginners. Hints on using these scales and tips on fingering complete this little guide.
Contains the following scales:
Minor pentatonic, Major pentatonic, Major scale, Natural minor scale, Harmonic minor scale and Melodic
minor scale.
80 pages
Format: DIN A6 / 4.1“ x 5.9“ (pocket size!)
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0363-7

Dieter Petereit

EASY ROCK BASS

This book is a must for the beginning bass player. It not only provides hints on choosing the right instrument,
but prepares you for practical exercises and different playing techniques. It also features many practice
examples. The examples are transcribed in standard notation, tabulatur and recorded on the accompanying CD to which you can either listen or play along to.
This book features all the basic techniques of Rock, Soul, Funk, Blues and Reggae, including: walking
bass, double stops and slap/pop.
144 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0173-2

Martin Engelien

ELECTRIC BASS BASICS

The introductory method for the bass:
The bass is one of the essential instruments in music. Playing the bass can be a lot of fun. Maybe you
don’t only want to play some songs in a band but start a career as a professional bassist?
Whatever you do with the instrument, this book will teach you
• the fundamental knowledge to pursue your ambitions
• basic music theory
• the various playing techniques
• the finger exercises and much more.
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0676-8
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JOHNNY „GUITAR“ WATSON – SONGS
... the only songbook available worldwide!

For anyone interested in a groovy Blues Rock sound and a superbly played Blues guitar, Johnny Guitar
Watson is a must – a legend who was deservedly honored with a place in the Rhythm’n’Blues Hall of
Fame.
This special songbook, a sensational collection of all his best hits, was created in close cooperation
with Johnny’s daughter, Virginia Watson. It provides a unique insight into the life and work of Johnny
Guitar Watson, with a multitude of photographs, texts, letters and other contemporary documents.
In addition, there are notes, texts and guitar chords for 32 songs,including top hits such as “Mother in
Law”, “Superman Lover” and “Gangster in Love”. The enclosed CD also contains 15 original songs.

15 Songs on CD:
Ain’t That A Bitch, Booty Ooty, Cop And Blow, Funk Beyond The Call Of Duty, In The World, Love Jones,
Mother In Law, Love That Will Not Die, Superman Lover, Telephone Bill, What The Hell Is This, Gangster Of
Love, I Want to Ta Ta You Baby, Real Mother For Ya, Proud Of You
Frank Zappa: “Watson’s Songs inspired me to become a guitarist ...”
DIN A4, Hardcover, engl. edition, 100 pages, CD included (Special Edition)
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0425-2

Gernot Rödder

TOTAL UKULELE

A comprehensive D-tuning method

The Ukulele – today more popular than ever!
With more than 100 years of history and with the rising popularity in the beginning of the 20th century
in America the Uke is an instrument with a lot of tradition. Today the Uke is still one of the most
popular instruments around since it‘s trendy within the music and comedy scene.
This instructional book makes learning the Uke very easy and fun with plenty of informative tips. It
covers all important subjects for the beginning Uke player from rhythm accompaniment, strumming
patterns and techniques to fingerpicking techniques or melody playing.
There are easy to understand instructions to play with standard notation or tab. Ukulele Total also
covers the basics of music theory, chord exercises and many chord progressions. The accompanying CD
features many exercises and 11 popular tunes to listen or play along to. This book makes the Uke a handy
musical companion for all occasions.
96 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0446-7

Christine Galka

VIOLIN BASICS

The ideal way of getting into playing the violin!

This violin method provides the beginning as well as the advanced violinist with the main step-by-step information on playing the violin.
Many photos show the correct way of holding the violin and bow. Musical notation and music theory
are explained in an easy-to-understand manner.
The well-chosen musical pieces teach the basics of playing the violin from the very first notes to
well-known pieces. Fingering diagrams and scales help the student to quickly feel at home on the
violin.
The included CD contains all songs with accompaniment. Practicing with a jazz trio is a lot of fun and
will pep up your playing.
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0675-1
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Gernot Rödder

UKULELE BASICS

It’s never been this easy!

The little hawaian ukulele has long since grown up to become a “real” musical instrument. It‘s fun to
play, easily transportable and the player soon becomes the center of attraction anywhere he plays
his instrument.
This beginner’s course is your fast road to easy success.
All examples, exercises and songs notated in standard notation as well as tablature.
Easily understandable, hands-on explanations of music theory make learning with this book a breeze.
The accompanying Audio-CD lets you control your improvements.
For ukulele in d tuning (A-D-F#-B).
DIN A4 (8.3’’ x 11.7’’), 64 pages, CD included!
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0926-4

Oliver Kölsch

DRUM BASICS

This book shows the most important elements of modern drumming in an easy and clear way.
A detailed description and assembly instruction of the drumset allow an easy start for the beginner. In the
second part, the beginner learns about the fundamental rhythms and their variations and finally about the
most important rhythm variations from different musical styles. In addition, the rudiments that should
be included in each drummer’s vocabulary are presented.
Many easy-to-follow exercises and rhythms can be found on the included CD.
Format: DIN A4 (8.3”x11.7”), 64 pages, CD included
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0674-4

PITTI HECHT’S PERCUSSION-DVD

You feel the rhythm in your blood, but can’t decide which instrument to play? Your fingers are itching to
play hot beats? Then this is your DVD! Here, internationally renowned Percussionist Pitti Hecht introduces
you to more than 160 percussion instruments, their playing technique and special sound effects you can
create with them.
Featured instruments:
Afuche/Cabasa, Agogo Bells, Berimbao, Bongos, Boomwhackers, Cajon, Caxixi, Chimes, Claves, Conga, Cowbells, Wood Blocks, Cuica, Darabouka, Djembe, Vibra Slap, Ching Chok, Monk bell, Cricket,
Flexatone, Kokiriko, Rattles, Ocean Drum, Frame drum, Frogs, Guiro, Kalimba, Castagnets, Maracas,
Nuts and Seeds, Pandeiro, Rainmaker, Shaker, Shekere, Talking Drum, Tambourine, Timbales, Trash
Percussion, Triangle, Udu, Bird Calls
DVD (approx. 106 minutes), English + German
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0846-5
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Pitti Hecht

BONGO BASICS

The bongos are at home in every musical style – from Latin rhythm to jazz to rock and pop. With their
rhythmic fire, they supplement and enrich every song. Bongo Basics is the ideal way of getting into the
feisty bongo world. Not only does this book teach you the basic stroke playing techniques, but it
shows you many rhythms of various styles as well.
With this book you will plunge into the groovy world of bongo percussion. Find out how easy it is to
make music along with the accompanying CD or with your friends – and how much you will enjoy
playing the bongos!
DIN A4 (8.3’’ x 11.7’’), 64 pages, CD included!
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0855-7

Pitti Hecht

CONGA BASICS

The conga is the rhythmic center of the percussion. In this book you will learn the basic stroke techniques for this fascinating instrument that origins from deep within Latin-Ameriapprox. The included
photos are a solid help for you to quickly turn your first tries into exciting rhythms of various musical styles – from Latin-American music to rock and pop.
With the accompanying CD and many exercises and rhythms, you can get started immediately:
Let’s groove!

DIN A4 (8.3’’ x 11.7’’), 64 pages, CD included!
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0856-4

Matthias Philipzen

CAJON BASICS
Read, hear and play!

Originally from Cuba and Peru, the cajon has evolved from a “rumba box” to one of the most popular and
most commonly used rhythm instruments. The basically endless number of musical contexts in which it
can be employed fascinate not only drummers and percussionists.
With this book, you will acquire the basic playing techniques and first grooves and will have a lot of
fun with this fascinating instrument after a short amount of time.
The accompanying CD not only provides many sound examples which you can listen to, but also
includes play-along tracks as well!

DIN A4 (8.3’’ x 11.7’’), 64 pages, CD included!
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0854-0
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Matthias Philipzen

CAJON

A box full of rhythm!

An extended instructional book for the cajon by Matthias Philipzen, who has intensely worked with
this instrument for 15 years and is known in the scene as a clinician and musician. This book
addresses beginners, advanced learners and professionals and is as well geared for music or instrumental instruction. Apart from numerous styles, it presents tips and tricks for the use of the cajon as
well as ensemble music for group performance.
The two audio-CDs included with their carefully produced tracks are a practicing help and invite you
to play along.
88 pages, 2 CDs included
Format: DIN A4 (8.3”x11.7”)
ISBN 978-3-8024-0677-5

Herb Kraus

KEYBOARD BASICS

Welcome to the world of keyboards!
Whether it’s folk songs, pop or blues – the diverse styles covered in this book make learning easy, fun and
entertaining!
In addition to having fun there are many graphics and diagrams which teach you the music theory
behind all of this great music.
The exercises in this book provide you a greater understanding of music theory. PLUS, the attached
CD will not only help you improve your playing but will help make your playing come alive!
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN 978-3-8024-0805-2

Tom Peters

PIANO BASICS

From the basics of music notation, the correct playing position and simple pieces covering a fifth, to mastery of the complete octave and a refined playing technique: This book covers everything the beginning pianist should know. To prevent piano playing from ever becoming boring, it covers a wide range
of musical styles from Classical music to Jazz.
Other topics include music theory and the acoustic basics of piano tone, thus laying a solid foundation
for future studies in piano playing.
The included CD makes practicing easy and fun!
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN 978-3-8024-0808-3
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Dreksler/Härle

1000 KEYBOARD TIPS

This unique book is a tutorial, reference book, songbook and dictionary all in one. It’s fun and easy to understand with plenty of informative tips, therefore well-suited to beginners and novices who wish to get the
most out of their keyboard.
Split into 12 progressive sections, it covers practically everything you need to know about keyboards,
such as intervals, dominant and subdominant chains, all scales, riffs, licks, phrases, patterns, intros
and endings. Moreover, you’ll learn everything about improvisation, arranging and composing in
Blues, Rock, Pop and Jazz.
Finally, various special keyboard voicings, programming drum computers and MIDI make this book
an invaluable encyclopedia.
264 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0417-7

Bessler/Opgenoorth

KEYBOARD GUIDE

This practical overview of chords, keys and harmonic relationships has been especially designed with the
Jazz, Rock and Pop keyboarder in mind.
It features a new structure that makes it useful for beginners as well as advanced musicians. This enables
you to improve your musical understanding.
104 pages
Format: DIN A5 / 5.8“ x 8.3“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0340-8

Bessler/Opgenoorth

(ELECTRONIC) KEYBOARD-SONGBOOK CLASSIC

This songbook contains a selection of some of the most popular classicl pieces. It is carefully structured
according to the level of difficulty. It can be combined with almost any keyboard method on the market or
used as a stand-alone songbook.
Each song features standard notation, fingering suggestions, chord diagrams and even information on automation and factory presets.
The appendix contains helpful advice on how to practice, explanations on some of the most important symbols in tempo and expression notation and an index of the essential terms and chords in “single finger
mode”, making this book a great learning tool for all keyboarders.
104 pages
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN 978-3-8024-0369-9
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EASY CHORDS KEYBOARD
The most important scales and chords for keyboard. Standard notation, combined with easy-to-understand diagrams
makes using this book a breeze, even for the beginning keyboarder. Plus useful hints and tips on chord-voicings, droptechniques, chord inversions and more ...
80 pages
Format: DIN A6 / 4.1“ x 5.9“ (pocket size!)
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0367-5

Herb Kraus

ACCORDION BASICS

Accordion Basics is your easy introduction to the world of accordion playing.
This tutorial provides the accordion beginner with everything necessary to know, including notation, correct posture as well as easy exercises to practice the bellows movement and playing with both hands. The chosen
musical pieces are arranged in an easy way and ensure a fast and guaranteed success.
The accompanying CD allows you to listen to and play along with all the exercises and songs.
This tutorial has been designed for the piano accordion. The right hand plays the keys as on the piano while
the left hand plays the accompaniment on the bass buttons.
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN 978-3-8024-0953-0

Renate Braun

VOICE BASICS

Your voice, your instrument!

You want to (re-)discover your voice, make it more assertive and persistent, maybe extend its range a little?
Here’s the tutorial you need: „Voice Basics“ is chock-full of useful hints and exercises, preparing you to sing in
a band or a choir and performing solo or as a background singer.
In this tutorial you’ll find many tips and tricks making everyday use of your singing voice easy.
The included Audio-CD offers you the chance to work and experiment with the exercises used and explained in
this tutorial – simply the best way to develop your own voice.
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3’’ x 11.7’’
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0951-6

Karin Ploog

VOICECOACHING

Here you’ll find everything you need to know about developing your voice and a perfect breathing technique. All the
exercises are divided into beginner, intermediate und pro level so you can study according to your own level of
abilities. This book will support you when having problems with your voice, get you working on interpretation
techniques and deepen your musical understanding in general. Furthermore, you’ll get lots of tips and tricks,
starting with warming up and continuing up to working in the recording studio. The author – renowned singer,
university teacher and studio-voicecoacher – shows you the techniques and tricks of the pros in a clear and
easy-to-understand way, complemented with lots of graphics and anatomical drawings. Whether you’re selftaught, a music student, or just using this book along with your regular studies – Voicecoaching will be a competent companion for every musical level.
116 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0477-1
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Rüdiger Baldauf

PLAY YOUR OWN STYLE

Rüdiger Baldauf is one of Germany‘s best-known trumpet players, not least by playing with the Heavytones,
Stefan Raab’s show band for his daily TV Total show.
His first solo album, “Own Style”, was released in 2010 to international critical acclaim.
Now here’s the long-awaited Play-along!
60 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0622-5

Martin Reuthner

TRUMPET BASICS

Beginner course for trumpet players.

Learn everything about the generation of sounds and playing the first notes, the proper breathing technique and basic music theory.
The exercises and practice pieces are fun while promoting the joy of learning to play the trumpet.
The accompanying CD contains audio samples and piano accompaniment. It allows you to listen to
the complete piece with trumpet and piano or to play along with the piano.
Trumpet Basics – the ideal brief introduction!

DIN A4 (8.3“ x 11.7“), 64 pages, CD included
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0642-3

Chris Stieve-Dawe

ALTO SAXOPHONE BASICS

Playing the saxophone will bring you a great deal of pleasure for many years to come, as you develop as a
player and become better, you will surely become a part of various musical groups playing the very
varied styles that the saxophone offers.
This book concerns itself with the Alto saxophone only, but once you have mastered one of them you
will be able to convert to all of the instruments in the saxophone family as they all use the fingerings
and technique.
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0639-3
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Arne Schwarzholz

FLUTE BASICS

The Western concert flute is an important solo and orchestra instrument in classical music. But the flute is
as well used in folk, jazz, pop and rock music.
This book wants to give you an easy introduction to flute playing. Everything the soon-to-be flutist needs
to know is described in an easy-to-understand manner and can be acquired with the help of technical
exercises. Of course, the necessary music theory is included as well.
Well-known play-along pieces allow the player a quick start to making music. The playback CD
guarantees motivation and fun with the instrument.
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN 978-3-8024-0806-9

Herb Kraus

RECORDER BASICS

The easy way to get into playing the soprano recorder – baroque and German fingering.
With many photos and diagrams illustrating playing and fingering techniques.
Musical pieces from the fields of children’s songs, folk songs, gospel, pop, country and Christmas
songs make this course very diverse and fun.
All the practicing examples and songs are recorded on the accompanying CD for you to play along
with right away.
Recorder Basics guarantees a practicing success for your self-study as well as for music school lessons.
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0946-2

Arne Schwarzholz

CLARINET BASICS

Whether it’s jazz or classical, chamber music or marching band, the clarinet has established itself as
one of the leading instruments in the musical world. Clarinet Basics is designed to walk you through
the beginning steps of this fantastic instrument!
Clarinet Basics introduces the reader to the beginning playing techniques and tone. Included with
this book is a CD that will make learning easy and fun.
Enjoy your journey into the wonderful experience of the clarinet!
64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN 978-3-8024-0807-6
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Dieter Kropp’s

BLUES HARP SONGBOOK

For beginners and everyone who wants to expand and refine their playing ...

Whether you’re a beginner or an intermediate player, this book provides you with all you need to know about
blues harp playing, from the fundamental basics to such topics as tone shaping, phrasing, articulation and harp
equipment. Clearly arranged songs and transparent playalongs help to create an understanding and a feel for
the musical form of the blues.
Even if you don’t know anything about notation, you will learn all the basic playing techniques. Cool licks and
scales help you to expand your playing technique and can be practised immediately with the playalongs of the
included CD. Carefully selected songs demonstrate the traditional playing styles of the blues. Additional personal tips,
explanations and exercises for the single tunes ensure a fast learning progress.
136 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 /8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0621-8
Dieter Kropp

BLUES HARP BASICS

The harmonica, especially the blues harp, is a fascinating musical instrument. Although originally intended for the
playing of mostly simple melodies and traditional folk songs, its extraordinary sound can be found in almost every
musical context today, such as pop music, folk songs, children songs, gospel, jazz, blues, rock’n’roll or country
music. Its distinctive sound is at home everywhere.
“Blues Harp Basics” offers a first small step into this world and wants to give you the opportunity of learning
the first basic playing techniques in a brief and easy-to-understand form.
Most of the songs and examples from the book are included on the accompanying CD and therefore vital when
learning how to play the harp.

DIN A4 (8.3’’ x 11.7’’), 64 pages, CD included!
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0857-1

Volkmar Kramarz

THE POP FORMULAS

Pop and Rock – This is how the stars write their hits

This book rocks because it teaches Pop and Rock harmonies exclusively and in detail, but in an easy-to-understand and clear manner. Priority is to explain the actual song framework including chords and song structure.
This book shows in particular how Rock and Pop become alive – and how this can be achieved.
Reduced to the essentials but entering the subject on a deeper level than any other publication before, this
book will definitely change the way Pop and Rock is viewed. After reading this book, you will write different
songs than before – and these may become hits!

160 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 /8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0620-1

Herb Kraus

MUSIC THEORY BASICS

The fast and easy way into the world of music theory!
This book explains the essential musical fundamentals. Music Theory Basics focuses on the basics and avoids
complicated exceptions. This book is also well suited for those who have always felt that learning music theory
was too abstract.
Numerous audio examples on the accompanying CD let you hear how the theoretical knowledge can be applied.
Therefore, this is not just a theory book, but a practical book as well.

64 pages, CD included
Format: DIN A4 / 8.3“ x 11.7“
ISBN 978-3-8024-0971-4
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Bessler/Opgenoorth

ELEMENTARY MUSIC THEORY
The most important basics of music theory explained in an easily understandable way. Some of the topics
include: how to read music, intervals, scales, and how the most commonly used instruments create sound.
If you always wanted to deepen your understanding of music theory, but somehow never quite got around to
it, this is the book to read.
120 pages
Format: DIN A5 / 5.8“ x 8.3“
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0416-0

Carlo May/Bruno Kassel

THE BEST MUSICIANS’ JOKES

More than 500 jokes about all musician’s genres, plus a foreword
written by the famous drummer Pete York.
Carlo May and Bruno Kassel both live in Cologne, Germany and have been musicians since their early teens.
Frightened by the perspective of becoming rich and famous, they opted for less dangerous professions.
Carlo - a guitar player - was fed up with having his IQ compared to the number of strings on his instrument.
He is now a journalist, working for German National Radio (Deutschlandfunk). Bruno - a drummer - used his
collection of broken lightbulbs to build his own darkroom. He is now a photographer and music journalist,
working for various music magazines.
174 pages
Format: DIN A6 / 4.1“ x 5.9“ (pocket size!)
ISBN: 978-3-8024-0368-2

MANUSCRIPT PAPER
incl. Guitar Tab
-

5 staves with guitar tab
double-side printed
high-quality paper
perforation
four-hole hole punch

DIN A4 / 8.3’’ x 11.7’’, 192 Pages
ISBN 978-3-8024-0323-1

MANUSCRIPT PAPER
-

12 staves
double-side printed
high-quality paper
perforation
four-hole hole punch

DIN A4 / 8.3’’ x 11.7’’, 192 Pages
ISBN 978-3-8024-0280-7
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